Ph.D. Scholarship Application – 2017

Title: Quality-of-service management for Cloud applications

Summary:
A Cloud can be seen as an execution environment of resources involving multiple stakeholders and providing tailored services at multiple levels of quality. In such environment, different roles for stakeholders can be identified: Cloud Providers that offer clouds to the customer and Cloud Services Providers that are hosts of cloud enhanced applications delivered as services over the Internet called Cloud Services or Software as a Service (SaaS) [1].

Cloud computing is a new research field in Internet computing that can deploy, allocate or reallocate computing resources dynamically and monitor their usage at execution time [2].

One of the new aspects in Cloud computing is the ability to pay-per-use of computing resources on a short-term basis as needed (e.g. processors by the hour, storage by the day,...) and release them as needed [3,4]. This pay-per-use model enables Cloud Services Providers to offer their services to customers in different Quality-of-Service (QoS) levels. Service Level Agreement (SLA) is a negotiated agreement between a Cloud Services Provider and a customer where QoS parameters specify the quality level of service that the Cloud Services Provider has to guarantee. However, due to the unreliable and dynamic nature of Cloud Services Providers and their environment (i.e. the Cloud), the quality values of Cloud Services could change frequently over time resulting in some SLA violations and penalties for the Cloud Services Provider. For instance, the Cloud Service response time at any particular moment could be significantly affected by the Cloud Service Provider load and network traffic at that moment. Such dynamism and uncertainty can lead to highly undesirable situations during Cloud Service execution (e.g. unfulfilled quality promises), and may request costly corrective actions.

Objectives:
The aim of this thesis is to develop solutions for QoS guarantee, which are able to dynamically adapt the resources of the Cloud in order to satisfy SLAs, by minimizing quality deviations of Cloud Services at execution time.

Required skills:
The thesis will be mainly theoretical work, although specific cases will be used to test the theories. We seek a student with:
- Good knowledge in Computer Science and Mathematics.
- Good knowledge of Cloud Computing.
- Good programming skills,
- Good command of written and spoken English.
- Master degree in Computer Science or equivalent degree giving access to PhD studies.

Advisors and contact:
- Marta Rukoz (marta.rukoz@dauphine.fr) and Joyce El Haddad (joyce.elhaddad@dauphine.fr)

Offer:
- Starting date: Septembre 2017.
- Fixed-term contract of 3 years.
- Job location: LAMSADE CNRS UMR 7243, University of Paris Dauphine, France.

To apply:
Please send the following material before April 15th, 2017 to <marta.rukoz@dauphine.fr> and <joyce.elhaddad@dauphine.fr>:
- fully detailed CV,
- academic records (Master degree or equivalent),
- cover letter,
- recommendation(s) and supporting letter(s).
References